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Abstract: -- This work depicts the planning of a Graphics Processing unit that arrangements with picture preparing. Illustrations 

Processing Unit (GPU) is an essential element with regards to expansive figuring. Pictures and recordings that are having vast 

information can be handled productively in GPU by abusing its element of parallel execution. Computerized picture handling 

actualized on equipment gives higher preparing pace and execution. The utilization of Verilog HDL for the outline of GPU gives a 

quick usage probability. The paper concentrates on picture preparing operations like Brightness control, Contrast control, picture 

editing, picture zooming, picture turn and morphological administrators, for example, Dilation and Erosion 

 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 The GPU has turned into a necessary part of a 

figuring framework as the interest for representation 

applications expanded. Pictures and recordings contain 

an expansive number of information pixels and hence 

requires vast measure of calculation for preparing. A 

devoted processor for operations managing video and 

picture preparing diminishes the weight of the Central 

Processing Unit (CPU) which can do diverse different 

errands that has less calculation. The GPU is utilized as 

a devoted processor that procedures comparable and 

rehashed errands. Having both CPU and GPU in one 

machine gives a situation to running blended works and 

media driven applications. This course of action has 

now turned into a standard in PCs, note pads and cell 

phones [1]. 

The GPU has turned into a standard with regards to 

substantial information calculation. The primary 

element of the GPU is its capacity to perform parallel 

execution. Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) 

engineering utilized by GPU permits it to handle on 

numerous information with a similar guideline. 

Handling components in the GPU are utilized to 

prepare various information pixels [2]. Here picture 

pixels are isolated into various gatherings utilizing 

windows that disregard the picture pixels. Every 

gathering of information pixels is handled in the 

preparing components which contains ALU and an 

arrangement of registers. These preparing components 

are executed in a parallel design, expanding the 

handling speed. Verilog Hardware Description.The 

grammar of Verilog HDL is like the C programming 

dialect. Plan is done at Register Transfer Level (RTL)  

utilizing Verilog HDL that depicts the stream of 

information between the registers. Blend is a procedure 

where the plan is accumulated and mapped into an 

execution innovation, for example, a FPGA. Another 

Hardware Description Language (HDL) that is utilized 

is Very High Speed Integrated Circuits HDL (VHDL) 

[1]. 

 

II. GPU DESIGN 

  

 The GPU intended for picture preparing 

underpins 4-organize pipelining. The 4-phases of 

pipelining incorporate   

 

Get: The directions are gotten from guideline memory. 

It is then set in the direction Register. 

 

Unravel: The guidelines are decoded. The opcode of 

any direction demonstrates the operation to be 

performed 

 

Execute: Here the operations are performed on the 

information pixels. Parallel Processing components are 

utilized to perform operations 
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Store: After the preparing of information pixels the 

information are put away back to memory and Local 

Data Share.  

 

 The processor can perform essential 

operations, for example, expansion, subtraction, 

correlations and augmentation. These operations are 

utilized for picture handling operations, for example, 

brilliance control, picture editing, and picture zooming 

and picture turn and for morphological operations. 

Equipment Organization of the GPU incorporates 

Memory, the Program Counter (PC), Processor, 

Processing Elements (P.E) and Local Data Share 

 
Fig.1. Equipment Organization 

 

 The Program Counter indicates the present 

guideline be executed. Direction contains opcode and 

operand. The guideline to be executed is gotten in bring 

state and decoded in unravel condition of the processor. 

Contingent on the opcode of the guideline the 

Processing components handle the information in 

executing state. Every preparing component comprises 

of an arrangement of registers and ALU. The 

information handled is put away in the information 

memory in store state. Figure 1 demonstrates the 

equipment association of the GPU. Figure 2 

demonstrates the GPU outline where the spotted part 

shows a handling component. There will be 

comparative parallel handling components. Every 

preparing component contains an arrangement of 

registers, collector and an ALU. 

 

 
II. PICTURE PROCESSING TECHNIQUE 

 

  In electronic frameworks, pictures are shown 

in 2D. This present reality pictures acquired in these 

frameworks are digitized. The pictures will be put away 

as numeric information. Pixel (Picture component) is 

characterized as the littlest component in a picture. The 

extent of every pixel is 8-bit and its esteem changes 

from 0 to 255 where 0 compares to dark and 255 relates 

to white. There are diverse sorts of picture 

configurations utilized as a part of computerized 

frameworks, for example, JPEG, GIF, PNG, and so on. 

These record groups fluctuate from each other relying 

upon the measure of information packed. For a shaded 

picture there will be three networks, one comparing to 

red, second relating to green and third relating to blue 

and of dim scale picture there will be one grid. The 

picture is prepared in spatial space where the pixels are 

specifically controlled. 

 

III. EXECUTION 

  

 The picture handling calculations are 

actualized on FPGA stage utilizing Verilog HDL. The 

picture pixels are moved from MatLab in PC to FPGA 

board utilizing UART serial correspondence. The 

information is prepared in FPGA and the handled yield 

is exchanged back through UART correspondence to 

the PC. The handled picture is shown in MatLab [3]. 

The usage of picture handling strategies are as appeared 

underneath.  

 

A. Splendor Manipulation Brightness control enhances 

perception of a picture. Here, a consistent esteem is 

added to each of the information pixels. This will 

expand the shine of the picture. Here the dull esteem 
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gets to be brighter when steady esteem is included. In  

request to diminish the brilliance of the picture, we 

subtract steady esteem from every pixel information. 

This operation is a picture upgrade operation. The 

lattice model of control of shine of the picture is as 

appeared beneath [4].  

 
 

B. Diffe0rentiate Manipulation Contrast control is a 

picture upgrade operation. To expand the complexity of 

the picture we increment the partition between the dull 

and brilliant qualities furthermore insert the qualities 

between them. On the off chance that the pixel esteem 

that is handled is more noteworthy than 255 we set the 

esteem as 255. What's more, on the off chance that it is 

under 0 then the esteem is set as 0.  

  
 

C. Picture Cropping  Trimming a picture evacuates the 

undesirable or unessential parts of the picture. This 

operation can change the viewpoint proportion of a 

picture. Picture trimming can likewise be utilized to 

make the picture fit into the edge. In picture trimming, 

the proposed region can be 0 removed by increasing the 

line or segment of picture information with a zero 

esteem. This operation causes the qualities in that line 

or section to be 0. These lines or section is then 

expelled from the picture information. The network 

model of picture trimming is as demonstrated as 

follows. 

 

 
D. Picture Zooming Picture Zooming is utilized to 

acquire the point by point perspective of the picture. By 

zooming, we can concentrate on a specific part of the 

picture. On the off chance that we zoom the picture by 

half, then what we really do is amplifying the picture 

1.5 times. In picture zooming we require twofold the 

span of the exhibit contrasted with the first framework 

cluster. Here we utilize an information introduction 

technique where we make another exhibit with 0 

allocated between the all components. Consider a 2*2 

framework, then, to zoom the picture we twofold the 

new lattice to a 4*4 grid. At that point we take the 

normal of two values close to the 0 and relegate that 

esteem on the place of 0. 

 

 
E. Picture Rotation Image Rotation is another element 

that is utilized as a part of media applications. In picture 

revolution, the picture can be turned clockwise or 

anticlockwise. Picture revolution utilizes an 

extraordinary calculation that can be utilized to turn the 

picture.  

 
F. Widening Dilation is morphological operation. In 

widening, every yield pixel relies on the neighboring 

information pixels. The information picture information 

is checked with the organizing component to acquire 

the outcome. Every yield pixel relies on the info 
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neighboring pixels. The biggest neighboring pixel will 

be set in the yield. The preparing will build the zone of 

white pixels, i.e. white pixels will enlarge. Expansion 

expels undesirable dark pixel clamors from white 

zones. The network demonstrate for enlargement 

operation is as demonstrated as follows. The organizing 

component moves over the picture and the info pixel 

where the starting point of the organizing component 

matches, is altered to get the yield pixel.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
G. Disintegration Erosion 

 is additionally morphological operation. In 

disintegration, additionally the yield pixel relies on the 

neighboring info pixels. The information picture 

information is filtered with the organizing component 

to acquire the outcome. Here the most reduced of 

neighboring pixel will be put in the yield. The preparing 

will build the region of dark pixels, i.e. white pixels 

will dissolve. Disintegration will expel undesirable 

repetitive sound frame dark territory. The organizing 

component moves over the picture and the info pixel 

where the root of the organizing component 

harmonizes, is adjusted to acquire the yield pixel.  

 
V. Comes about The preparing operations were 

performed on a picture utilizing Verilog HDL. The 

operations incorporate splendor control, differentiate 
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control, picture trimming, picture pivot, picture 

zooming and morphological operations, for example, 

enlargement and disintegration. The processor, intended 

for picture handling was executed on Spartan 3 FPGA 

(XC3S500E4FG320C). Table I shows the correlation of 

handling time required for GPU actualized in FPGA 

and Matlab. The yield acquired from Matlab subsequent 

to preparing utilizing Verilog HDL are as appeared in 

the figures underneath.  

 

Table I. 

Stage Processing Time 

 

Matlab 20ms 
 

GPU 5.313ns 

 

Arrange Processing Time Matlab 20ms GPU 5.313ns  

 
Fig.3. Comes about for Brightness Manipulation 

 
Fig.4. Aftereffects of Contrast Manipulation 

 
Fig.5. Comes about for Image Cropping 

 
Fig.6. Comes about for Image Rotation 

Fig.7. Comes about for Image Zooming 

 
Fig.8. Comes about for Dilation on picture 

 

 Fig.9. Comes about for Erosion on 

pictureKeeping in mind the end goal to diminish the 

differentiation of the picture we have to diminish the 

contrast between brighter qualities and darker qualities. 

The framework model of expanding the difference of 

the picture is as demonstrated as follows.  

 

C. Picture Cropping a picture evacuates the undesirable 

or unimportant parts of the picture. This operation can 

change the angle proportion of a picture. Picture 

trimming can likewise be utilized to make the picture fit 

into the edge. In picture trimming, the expected range 

can be 0removed by increasing the line or section of 

picture information with a zero esteem. This operation 

causes the qualities in that line or segment to be 0. 

These lines or segment is then expelled from the picture 

information. The grid model of picture editing is as 

demonstrated as follows.  
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D. Picture Zooming Image Zooming is utilized to get 

the point by point perspective of the picture. By 

zooming, we can concentrate on a specific part of the 

picture. In the event that we zoom the picture by half, 

then what we really do is amplifying the picture 1.5 

times. In picture zooming we require twofold the span 

of the exhibit contrasted with the first lattice cluster. 

Here we utilize an information introduction strategy 

where  2014 First International Conference on 

Computational Systems and Communications (ICCSC) 

| 17-18 December 2014 | Trivandrum  300  we make 

another exhibit with 0 doled out between the all 

components. Consider a 2*2 grid, then, to zoom the 

picture we twofold the new network to a 4*4 

framework. At that point we take the normal of two 

values close to the 0 and allocate that esteem on the 

place of 0. a. igure Labels: Use 8 point Times New 

Roman for Figure labels. Use words rather than 

symbols or abbreviations when writing Figure axis 

labels to avoid confusing the reader. As an example, 

write the quantity “Magnetization,” or “Magnetization, 

M,” not just “M.” If including units in the label, present 

them within parentheses. Do not label axes only with 

units. In the example, write “Magnetization (A/m)” or 

“Magnetization (A ( m(1),” not just “A/m.” Do not 

label axes with a ratio of quantities and units. For 

example, write “Temperature (K),” not 

“Temperature/K.” 

 

IV. DETERMINATION 

 

  In this work, a Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU) that arrangements with picture handling has 

been outlined. Picture preparing operations done, here 

are currently normally utilized as a part of PCs and 

mobiles. Utilizing Verilog HDL for outline helps in 

prompt execution on the FPGA board. It has been seen 

from the outcomes that the handling speed for GPU 

actualized on Spartan FPGA is especially higher 

contrasted with Matlab. The parallelism include in GPU 

and equipment execution give higher preparing speed. 

Here, fundamental calculations were utilized for picture 

handling. Complex calculations must be utilized for 

future attempts to enhance the nature of pictures and 

more picture preparing operations are should have been 

incorporated. 
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